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Abstract. Enterprises have embraced identity and access management
(IAM) systems as central point to manage digital identities and to grant
or remove access to information. However, as IAM systems continue to
grow, technical and organizational challenges arise. Domain experts have
an incomparable amount of knowledge about an organization’s specific
settings and issues. Thus, especially for organizational IAM challenges
to be solved, leveraging the knowledge of internal and external experts
is a promising path. Applying Visual Analytics (VA) as an interactive
tool set to utilize the expert knowledge can help to solve upcoming chal-
lenges. Within this work, the central IAM challenges with need for expert
integration are identified by conducting a literature review of academic
publications and analyzing the practitioners’ point of view. Based on this,
we propose an architecture for combining IAM and VA. A prototypical
implementation of this architecture showcases the increased understand-
ing and ways of solving the identified IAM challenges.

Keywords: Identity and Access Management · Identity Management ·
Visual Analytics

1 Introduction

Identity and access management (IAM) has become a vital component of modern
companies as it enables the management of identities and grants access to nec-
essary resources. IAM also assures compliance with regulations like SOX [41] or
Basel III [3]. To achieve this, IAM systems consist of manifold policies, processes
and technical solutions [13]. The core of IAM are identities like employees and
their access rights to resources maintained within the system. Besides human
identities, new technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT) require the inte-
gration of technical identities (e.g. sensors and machines) into IAM [27]. Thus,
the number of elements maintained in the system is constantly rising. This will
ultimately lead to an identity explosion where a vast amount of heterogeneous
identities has to be managed in a single system. This results in numerous prob-
lems to be addressed in the next years to ensure IAM systems remain an effective
part of companies’ IT landscapes.
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A solution for those problems needs an effective way to manage and analyze
the huge quantity of information with often thousands of identities and hundreds
of thousands of entitlements. To decide whether information about an identity
is wrong or redundant access rights are assigned to it, the knowledge of domain
experts with experience and deep understanding of an enterprise’s individual
IAM landscape is needed. In this work we investigate how this domain knowledge
can be integrated into an IAM landscape by leveraging Visual Analytics (VA)
as VA is one of the central methods to include domain experts’ knowledge and
utilize their feedback [11]. In order to reach this goal, this work investigates three
research questions:

– RQ-1: What are current and upcoming key challenges within IAM to be
solved by integrating domain knowledge?

– RQ-2: How can VA be integrated into an existing IAM architecture and
which steps are necessary?

– RQ-3: What could an exemplary VA solution for IAM look like and which
challenges could be solved?

By answering these research questions our work focuses on two main contribu-
tions. We provide a list of challenges for current and future IAM. This list is
an outcome of a structured analysis taking both academic and practice view-
points into consideration. We also demonstrate how VA can be applied helping
to integrate domain knowledge in tasks to identify IAM anomalies and possible
erroneous configurations (e.g. over-authorization or wrong identity attributes).
Therefore, we develop a prototypical visualization designed in cooperation with
experienced IAM practitioners.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
some background on IAM systems as well as related work regarding the integra-
tion of VA into IAM. Next, Section 3 follows a structured, two-fold approach to
identify current challenges for IAM system as seen from academia and practice
to answer RQ-1. An architecture to integrate VA into IAM (RQ-2 ) as well as a
corresponding proof-of-concept visualization (RQ-3 ) are presented in Section 4.
The benefits of this prototype regarding the identified challenges are highlighted
with exemplary use cases in Section 5. Section 6 concludes our work and high-
lights possible future research directions as well as current limitations.

2 Background & Related Work

In this chapter we define key concepts of IAM and introduce related work re-
garding the integration of VA into IAM.

2.1 Background

IAM consists of two main fields which are managing identities and granting
them access to resources. According to Pfitzmann and Hansen [33] an identity is
a subset of attributes uniquely identifying a person. An identity is either real or
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exists as a digital identity like profiles in social media. Real and digital identities
are often linked, and a real identity may own multiple digital personas. However,
in the following we assume each entity to have exactly one digital identity as
the scope of this work is limited to a single company’s context. Currently, IAM
regards employees, contractors or customers as identity because they all need
to have access to certain resources [45]. In addition to humans having digital
identities, technical equipment like machines or sensors are entities which need
access to resources, too. Thus, these technical identities also are relevant for
maintaining them within an IAM [12].

Digital identities in an IAM are managed from their creation to their deletion
when not needed anymore. During this life cycle, access control is used to provide
access to applications, data or other information [35]. Enterprises often employ
role-based access control (RBAC) in order to grant access [37]. In RBAC, roles
are utilized to bundle single access rights and consequently assigned to identities.
On the contrary, attribute-based access control (ABAC) leverages identities’
attributes and predefined access policies for dynamic access management [16].

To maintain landscapes with thousands of identities, enterprises employ IAM
systems which are able to support the identity life cycle and provide identities
with the correct entitlements. Besides that, modern IAM systems offer a variety
of other functionalities (e.g. Single Sign-on) which are not detailed any further
in this work.

2.2 Related Work

There are some existing publications applying visual representations for IAM
problems. The earliest integration of VA to the best of our knowledge is the
“role graph model” by Nyanchama and Osborn [32]. It is based on RBAC and is
used to optimize existing roles for a company. In addition to that, several authors
propose a matrix-based approach to visualize users and their entitlements [5,28].
Based on that, VA can be applied to identify suitable roles or outliers with
extensive entitlement assignments. Recently, Morisset and Sanchez introduced a
tool to visualize ABAC policies [30].

These approaches are focusing mostly on interactive visual techniques for
Access Control. To the best of our knowledge there is no existing work taking
Identity Management into consideration to build a more cohesive visual solution.
Therefore, we try to fill this gap by identifying general IAM challenges where
domain knowledge of experts is needed to solve them. After identifying those
challenges, we build a prototypical visual approach to demonstrate how domain
experts can be integrated.

3 IAM Challenges

This section defines current or future IAM challenges where domain knowledge of
human experts may play a vital role. They can serve as a starting point to deduce
requirements for any type of solution trying to tie experts and IAM systems
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closer together. In Section 4 we introduce a proof-of-concept visual solution to
tackle some of the herein defined challenges.

For identifying the challenges, existing academic literature as well as practi-
tioners experience within the field of IAM are taken into consideration. We are
aware that there are far more challenges than the five proposed by us. How-
ever, based on the results of our structured analysis and the domain knowledge
of practitioners, we chose the most relevant ones with respect to the necessity
to integrate domain experts. An IAM challenge in the context of this work is
a current or future problem with the need to be solved for IAM. Challenges
already being tackled or focusing only on parts of an IAM system (e.g. access
control) are not considered in this work. Neither do we consider problems where
the inclusion of domain expert knowledge is not vital. To identify challenges, we
follow a structured approach introduced in the Section 3.1.

3.1 Approach for Identifying Challenges

We derive current challenges following a structured approach depicted in Fig-
ure 1. We ensure to include both the scientific and the practitioners’ view as
IAM is an active research field as well as a highly relevant topic in enterprises.

 Analysis of existing academic 

literature

 Identification of relevant, 

academic challenges within IMA

 Verification of identification 

academic challenges

 Addition of further challenges 

from a practical point of view

 Final definition and priorization of 

current and upcoming key IAM 

challenges

Literature Survey

(Section 3.2)

Practitioner’s View

(Section 3.3)

IAM Challenges

(Section 3.4)

Fig. 1: Approach for defining the key IAM challenges.

During the literature survey we analyze existing academic literature pub-
lished in the last ten years regarding IAM and respective challenges or prob-
lems. This scientific viewpoint allows us to derive a first set of IAM challenges.
However, IAM is highly business-driven and there are numerous practical ap-
proaches outside the academic world. Thus, we also include the perspective of
practitioners.

The goal of this second analysis is twofold. We verify the academic IAM
challenges but also identify further challenges not yet considered by scientific
literature. Three different sources of information are leveraged in order to mini-
mize subjectivity of different business opinions:

1. Analyst reports and surveys from the IAM industry
2. Interviews with IAM consultants with 3 to 15 years of experience
3. Interviews with companies applying IAM solutions
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In a last step, we integrate all inputs from the analysis into five IAM chal-
lenges. The list of identified challenges is not exhaustive for the IAM field of
research. Our work is focusing only on current challenges that can strongly ben-
efit from integrating experts’ knowledge.

3.2 Literature Survey

In order to identify relevant literature, we follow a structured approach by defin-
ing keywords to review relevant IAM literature. As we are defining challenges
for the entire IAM system we only take resources into consideration which are
dealing either with “identity and access management” or specific problems and
challenges within “identity management” or “access management”. We transform
these phrases into suitable search terms2,3 and applied them to the dblp com-
puter science bibliography1. Dblp is a service indexing relevant academic journals
and proceedings of peer-reviewed conferences from computer science. Searching
dblp results in a feasible number of results with a high suitability. Therefore,
we can ensure to get only relevant academic publications. Dblp serves as a qual-
ity gate for our scientific analysis as it returns a manageable amount of entries
compared to other engines like Google Scholar with nearly 10.000 results for the
second search term. We manually filter the results based on title, abstract, and
key sections to remove findings not mentioning any challenges or problems.

We apply a second, more unstructured search to identify additional relevant
entries. In this step we include further academic databases (IEEE XPlore, ACM,
Google Scholar) to find additional literature not listed within dblp. This results
in a total of 19 academic publications mentioning or clearly defining relevant
challenges for IAM. We group the identified problems and define the first four
challenges (cf. C1 to C4 in Section 3.4).

3.3 Practitioner’s View

We now conduct a business analysis to include the practitioners’ point of view.
Information received in this process step is often hard to generalize as it reflects
subjective opinions. However, by including various sources of information we
try to overcome this deficit. In the business analysis we look at reports from
specialized IAM analysts namely KuppingerCole4. This company is focused on
IAM and technologies around that sector and thus has accumulated valuable
knowledge in this area [26,40,43]. Additional input is generated by Gartner [9],
Forrester [7] and IDG Research Services [20].

Furthermore, we conduct interviews with three different IAM consultants
with several years of practical experience in the field of IAM projects. Besides
that, four companies already applying IAM solutions are inquired regarding

2identity|access management challenge|problem
3identity-and-access-management
1https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
4https://www.kuppingercole.com

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
https://www.kuppingercole.com
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possible challenges. While the four previously defined challenges are verified
throughout the interview, a fifth one (C5 ) arises as a current problem of IAM
from a business viewpoint.

Table 1: Results of literature survey on ten years of academic work.
Source Year C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Hovav and Berger [15] 2009 x x
Mahalle et al. [27] 2010 x x x
Bandyopadhyay and Sen [2] 2011 x x x
Jensen [22] 2012 x x x
Kanuparthi et al. [23] 2013 x x x
Fremantle et al. [12] 2014 x x
Xiong et al. [46] 2014 x
Hummer et al. [18] 2015 x x x
Kunz et al. [24] 2015 x x
Hummer et al. [19] 2016 x x x x
Moghaddam et al. [29] 2017 x
Servos and Osborn [38] 2017 x
Asghar et al. [1] 2018 x
Damon et al. [8] 2018 x x
Hummer et al. [17] 2018 x x x
Indu et al. [21] 2018 x x x
Nuss et al. [31] 2018 x x
Povilionis et al. [34] 2018 x x
Kunz et al. [25] 2019 x x x

3.4 IAM Challenges

Within this section the identified IAM challenges are described in detail. A map-
ping of all relevant academic publication to the challenges is provided in Table 1.
Table 2 maps the results of our analysis with practitioners to the challenges.

Table 2: Analysis results from practitioners’ view.
Source Year C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
IDG Research Services [20] 2017 x x
KuppingerCole and CXP Group [26] 2017 x
Tolbert [43] 2017 x x
Diodati et al. [9] 2018 x x
Small [40] 2018 x x x
Cser and Maxim [7] 2018 x x x
Interviews (IAM consultants) 2019 x x x x x
Interviews (Companies applying IAM) 2019 x x x x
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Challenge 1 - Identification of all Relevant Identities (C1): For current
and future IAM systems the identification of all relevant identities may sound
like a simple task. However, especially in practical application it is not. One
of the major reasons for this is the integration of various types of identities
into IAM. Currently, mainly employee and contractor identities are maintained
in an IAM system. A recent trend, customer IAM or shortly CIAM, strives to
add customer identities into these systems as well [7]. Additionally, the Internet
of Things requires integrating even more identities, mostly technical ones [31].
Furthermore, numerous IT systems are not even connected to IAM. Nevertheless,
such systems also contain various identities with the need to be identified for
IAM in order to prevent identities not being centrally manageable. These trends
hinder IAM to establish a central view of all relevant identities. However, this
view is vital for any further analysis to be done within IAM (e.g. identification
of unnecessary accounts or entitlements).

Challenge 2 - Privacy within IAM (C2): As modern IAM systems offer a
centralized view on nearly all employees, contractors and even costumers includ-
ing their attributes the need for privacy arises. Especially business solution power
users like IAM administrators can easily retrieve personal information from the
identities. Based on our practical experience this could be a simple mail address
but may also uncover more sensitive information like wage brackets or entitle-
ment usage information. In order to protect this information in compliance with
regulations, privacy mechanisms are needed to grant access to such information
only when necessary and for authorized users. This challenge is mainly focused
by scientific research and not by practitioners at the moment. However, as the
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect in 2018,
it certainly will have an impact on the business sector of IAM. Please note that
this challenge is limited to the application of privacy mechanisms on IAM sys-
tems and does not include the application of IAM systems for enhancing GDPR
compliance within companies.

Challenge 3 - Heterogeneity of Various Identities (C3): As there are
various identities within an IAM system, they are not identical. In fact, they
differ quite a bit as identities consist of various attributes (e.g. first name, de-
partment). Considering C1, it gets clear that not all identities have the same kind
of attributes. Technical and human identities are likely to have a completely dif-
ferent set of attributes. For example, technical devices do not have a first name,
but instead have an attribute indicating their software version. This, on the one
hand, rises a technical challenge to integrate this variability of identities into
one underlying data set for IAM. In addition, IAM mechanisms like provisioning
of entitlements still need to be working for all of these identities. On the other
hand, it also hinders the analytic part of IAM as domain experts need to browse
through an enormously large, heterogeneous database. By applying VA, domain
experts could be supported as various attributes can be displayed in a more
accessible way than in currently deployed table-based reports.
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Challenge 4 - Data Quality & Data Management (C4): When it comes
to attributes and other data existing in IAM, data quality and the underlying
data management in IAM system needs to be considered. Attributes are often
manually entered by different people; thus, wrong or inconsistent values are very
likely to occur. For example, the current business location of an employee may
be added by HR employees. If the employee moves to another department of
an enterprise, the location also needs to be changed. Manual processes for at-
tribute modifications exacerbate data quality issues as one can forget to adjust
the location attribute. Therefore, IAM mechanisms like provisioning of entitle-
ments based on the attribute location might fail. Additionally, wrong attribute
values limit the possibilities of IAM analytics. Although an approach to improve
attribute quality management was lately introduced [25], algorithms can only
detect anomalies but can neither confirm nor reject whether it is a real data
error. To do so, domain experts are needed, and VA can be highly beneficial to
support related decisions by integrating domain expert feedback.

Challenge 5 - Transformation from Role-based IAM to Attribute-
based IAM (C5): Challenge 5 was identified during the interviews with IAM
consultants as it is not explicitly defined as an upcoming challenge in academic
literature. It comprises the enterprise IAM transformation from a role-based
approach to an attribute-based one. As mentioned before, enterprises mainly
depend on an RBAC approach. However, this can lead to an increasing number
of existing roles and requires increasing effort regarding role management [10]. In
order to overcome these limitations, ABAC can be applied [16]. However, as this
is a fundamental change of approach for IAM companies have to consider various
factors (e.g. processes, technologies and policies [13]). Changes needed for this
transformation are therefore not limited to access control, but existing research
is mainly focused on the transformation of the access control model [36,47]. To
the best of our knowledge there is no overarching approach how an enterprise
IAM can be transformed from a role-based approach to an attribute-based one.

Tables 1 and 2 compare the results and show that C1, C3, and C4 are found
in both worlds and can easily be identified as relevant IAM challenges. Privacy
in IAM and therefore, C2, is mainly embraced by academic literature and not
explicitly mentioned in the business sector. C5 is not described explicitly in aca-
demic literature but only mentioned very shortly by 3 articles. We identified this
challenge by conducting interviews with IAM consultants and companies.

4 Applying Visual Analytics to IAM

Any of the previously identified challenges can benefit from including domain
experts and their knowledge. VA has proven its capabilities to help integrate
domain expert knowledge in complex and data-intensive cyber security tasks
throughout the last years [44,6]. Additionally, decision makers can be supported
with VA by making highly technical data sources more accessible. Therefore, we
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argue that leveraging concepts from VA to solve the identified challenges in IAM
is a reasonable approach. As described in Section 2, there is some existing work
that has shown the feasibility and utility of VA in the context of IAM. However,
none of the challenges identified in Section 3 has been explicitly tackled with
visual approaches yet. We try to fill this gap as we describe the architecture
and design of our new visualization approach. The visualization design cannot
support all the identified challenges as they are far too different in requirements.
However, our approach shows how heterogeneous information about human and
technical identities can be integrated into a single visual representation. The
resulting view allows identifying existing identities (c.f. C1) and their structures
(c.f. C3) as well as users can detect problems regarding data quality (c.f. C4).

The visual representation is designed and implemented in close cooperation
with IAM practitioners which were also part of our interviews during the chal-
lenge identification. By including them in development, we ensure that the rep-
resentation that is helpful for practical use. The participating experts are IAM
consultants working for numerous clients and with years of experience in practi-
cal work with IAM projects. While the current visual tool is at a proof-of-concept
stage, we are planning to continue our fruitful cooperation with these experts
to develop a solution that can be used in their day-to-day work. Our coopera-
tion also allowed for the development of the prototype based on the adaption
of anonymized real-world identity data from a medium-sized company in the
manufacturing sector with around 1.200 employees.

The underlying architecture for our prototypical application is depicted in
Figure 2 and its main components - Data Sources, Data Preparation, and Data
Visualization - are described in more detail throughout the following sections.
This architectural design is based on the Information Visualization Pipeline [4]
which is a widely accepted structural design concept for any interactive visualiza-
tion approach. The applied architecture shows how identity-related information
can be collected and integrated from different sources and how the information
needs to be prepared for VA concepts supporting domain experts. The identifica-
tion of different data sources and their integration into a single, displayable data
set are a starting point for any visual representation of identity data. Therefore,
the main part of our architectural design, the Data Preparation, demonstrates
how visual representations in general can be integrated into an existing IAM
structure. The operations executed during the Data Integration Engine and the
Data Transformation step need only small adjustments for varying Data Sources.
The last part of the architectural design, the Data Visualization, demonstrates
how VA can contribute to the focused challenges by introducing an exemplary
visualization of identity information. Interaction in this step is crucial as it en-
sures that experts can adjust the view for their personal needs and explore the
data based on their own preferences to gain insight.

4.1 Data Sources

Our current proof-of-concept tool collects information about identities from three
main data layers. Although the company representing the use case has a cen-
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Fig. 2: Architecture for IAM Visual Analytics.

tral IAM system with a role-based access control mechanism, not all informa-
tion about the existing identities is fed into it. Only partial information from
the Application Layer is integrated into IAM, while other applications, like the
company’s Active Directory (AD) to manage windows accounts, are not con-
nected to it. Therefore, information from these systems needs to be collected
separately. Technical identities representing IoT devices are currently not inte-
grated into IAM but rather maintained separately (IoT-layer). The wide variety
of different data sources storing information about the companies’ identities and
the missing integration of this information into IAM are the main reasons for
the challenges we focus in this prototype. It becomes increasingly hard for any
company to keep track of its identities when the information about them is so
spread out. Additionally, the different information systems store the available
data in different formats or data models. Furthermore, it is very important for
any company to keep the quality of their identity information at a high level.
Spread out data makes this very difficult, especially when data is maintained
redundantly in different repositories.

Additional data sources can be plugged easily into our architecture via the
Data Integration Engine. Our proof-of-concept system works with one source
from each layer. This number of data sources is already enough to demonstrate
how VA helps to leverage experts’ domain knowledge in the context of the afore-
mentioned challenges as is demonstrated in Section 5.

4.2 Data Preparation

The main purpose of this part of the architectural design is to integrate and nor-
malize the data from the sources into a single data model and format. Additional
fields are added and calculated in this step. The resulting data is structured as
a single table containing all relevant and necessary information about the iden-
tities. This step is essential for further visual display as it defines the level of
detail available to the users. The operations applied to the data in this step are
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dynamic and can be changed whenever different information is of interest or new
data sources are plugged into the architecture.

Data Integration Engine (P1): This part of the architecture is responsible
for collecting data relevant from the data source and integrating them into a
single cohesive data set. Our proof-of-concept work extracts CSV data from all
data sources. However, each CSV export contains a different set of attributes.
To preserve the information about the source of a data set, we annotate the
data with a flag depicting the source. Additionally, we add a field describing
whether the identity is a human or a technical identity. In our conceptual set-
ting, this identity type is mainly dependent on the data source. For example,
identities extracted from IAM are automatically annotated to be “Human” as
only employees or costumers are integrated into IAM. In the same way, identi-
ties extracted from the IoT layer are annotated to be “Technical” identities. The
cohesive data set is built as a union of the three data sets depicted in Figure 2:
ApplicationLayer ∪ IAMLayer ∪ IoTLayer.

Data Transformaion (P2): After integrating all available data sources into
a single, high-dimensional table, this data set is structured as needed for the
visualization in this phase. This part of the architecture applies a variety of
transformations. These include splitting a single field into multiple fields, re-
placing values in a specific field, calculating additional fields based on existing
information. The result of this step is a cohesive data set containing all relevant
and necessary information.

4.3 Data Visualization

This last part of the architecture is responsible for creating the interactive visual
representation with the subset of the data selected by the domain expert. The
interactions available to the users enable exploratory work with the visualization
and the identification of inconsistencies, miss-configurations as well as structures
and dependencies in the set of identities.

Data Filtering (P3): The interactive filtering assures the efficiency of the
following steps and guarantees the expressiveness of the resulting view for the
user. The subsequent Data Mapping (P4) can be CPU-intensive for very large
data sets and, therefore, the input for this step needs to be as small as possible. It
only contains the fields (columns) the user wants to see. The interactive selection
of fields relevant for the user and the early integration of this interaction into the
architectural design ensures that only relevant data is passed to the subsequent
components. Up to this point the proposed architecture is generalized and can
be applied to various visualization approaches within IAM. However, the Data
Mapping (P4) and the Interactive Visual Display (P5) are highly dependent on
the visualization technique selected for a specific VA solution. Therefore, the
following considerations are specific to our exemplary solution.
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Data Mapping (P4): This phase in the architecture maps the filtered identity
information into a dynamic hierarchical data structure which is necessary for
the prototype to visualize the data correctly. We will not elaborate this data
structure any further as it is specific for the proof-of-concept visualization and
is prone to change for different visualization types.

Fig. 3: Screenshot of the prototype available under http://bit.ly/iam-vis.
Please note that the current version of the tool is only working in Google’s
Chrome Browser.

Interactive Visual Display (P5): Before we are able to build a visual repre-
sentation for the data at hand, it is necessary to choose a suitable visualization
technique. This technique needs to be capable of displaying the dimensions and
structure of the underlying data properly. For our prototypical visualization the
technique must be able to represent multi-dimensional and hierarchical data.
While there is a number of techniques (e.g. tree diagrams, circle packing, sun-
burst diagrams, or treemaps) which fulfill this requirement [39], each technique
has its own advantages and disadvantages. It mainly comes down to the use case
as well as the subjective preferences of the users which technique is most suitable.
We used design sketches of the different suitable visualization techniques to in-
terview IAM domain experts about their preferred visual representation. These
interviews resulted in the sunburst diagram to be the most preferable technique
to apply in the proof-of-concept application. However, any of the mentioned as
well as a number of other techniques might be suitable, too.

http://bit.ly/iam-vis
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The sunburst diagram displays a hierarchy using a series of concentric circles.
Each ring itself corresponds to a level of the hierarchy. Therefore, underlying data
structure is similar to a tree where the root node is depicted by the central ring
and outermost circles represent the leaves of the tree-like structure. The sun-
burst’s rings are sliced up and divided based on their hierarchical relationship to
the parent slice. Therefore, the sunburst highlights structural, hierarchical rela-
tionships while being more scalable than other hierarchical visualization types.
Figure 3 depicts the main view of our proof-of-concept application consisting of
three main parts.

In (A) experts can drag-and-drop the boxes for the corresponding fields in
the data set they want to be depicted in the sunburst diagram between two
main lists. Each box represents an IAM employee attribute of the normalized
data set. Exemplary fields which are contained in the proof-of-concept are the
“Organisational Unit”, “Data Source”, or the number of entitlements of an iden-
tity. The upper list holds the currently active (i.e. displayed) fields and the lower
one the inactive attributes. The first element in the list of active elements serves
as the root element (innermost circle in the sunburst) when constructing the
hierarchical data set. Accordingly, the second active attribute is displayed as the
next outer circle. Logically, the last active element is included in the Sunburst
diagram as the outermost circle.

The central part of the view is dedicated to the sunburst diagram (B). Each
segment of the circles (attributes) depicts a single characteristic of an attribute
in relative size to all existing identities. Hovering a segment brings up the num-
ber of identities depicted by this segment. The relative frequency with respect
to the number of current root element (innermost circle) and the path to the
hovered segment are displayed on top of the visual representation. Left-clicking a
segment allows zooming in on this particular representation of an attribute. This
improves the readability of specific hierarchy levels in very granular sunburst dis-
plays. When zoomed into a segment, clicking the white area in the middle of the
sunburst diagram brings the zoom one hierarchy level upwards. Right-clicking a
segment brings up a dialog. This dialog holds a table with identities in the rows
and all attributes available for them in the columns. The identities displayed in
the table are dependent on the clicked segment of the sunburst diagram as only
the identities whose attributes fulfill the path to the segment are shown in the
table. The table allows filtering and sorting of the currently displayed identities.
In the dialog identities can also be reported for further analysis if necessary.

(C) holds the description of the sunburst as a dynamic list containing all
currently visible circles (attributes) and the respective visible ring segments (at-
tributes values). Clicking the magnifier for a list element zooms in into the seg-
ment representing this element. A click on the counter badge brings up the table
with the identities included in corresponding node in the hierarchy. Within this
table identities can be marked for further analysis by using a “Report”-button for
each identity in the details table-view (e.g. after identification of an anomaly),
thus, providing the possibility for integration of domain expert feedback into
other applications. However, further functionality beyond this notification is out
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of scope for this work and needs to be implemented in a following version of the
prototype.

5 Exemplary Use Cases

The current prototypical implementation3 of our visualization for IAM was de-
veloped in co-creation with experts as suggested by Staheli et al. [42]. We regu-
larly conducted semi-structured interviews with the participating practitioners
to ensure that the implementation fits their needs and requirements. This sec-
tion explicitly highlights how the visual display can support domain experts. We
therefore go through several problems and inconsistencies based on one use case
and identified by IAM experts while exploring the data. These had not been
noticed before applying the visualization.

As the different problems only become evident in the sunburst diagram with
different actively visualized attributes, we added predefined scenarios of the sun-
burst to our publicly available version of the prototype. Using the drop-down
menu in the top right corner, we provide a video showcasing each of the following
subsections. We would recommend to look at the corresponding video for each
subsection in order to grasp the connection between the IAM problem and the
sunburst visualization for identification of the inconsistency.

The exemplary use cases are based on the data set from a manufacturing
company with 1.200 employees mentioned in Section 4. The company recently
introduced an IAM system and connected the HR system as well as some minor
applications. However, the Active Directory (AD) is currently not under IAM
control because of its complexity as it was one of the company’s first IT system
growing for two decades. Therefore, some employees are missing an AD account
while some AD accounts from former contractors and employees are still active.
These orphan accounts are not identified via the IAM system, but they are still
active and can be used for malicious activities (cf. Section 5.1).

Furthermore, the company made some investments in automating specific
process tasks. Thus, two assembly machines and some automated users were in-
tegrated within the AD and were provisioned by an AD administrator. However,
there was no communication with the IAM department and, therefore, no access
management or integration into the IAM system took place. This results in tech-
nical identities with excessive entitlements. As the company is not experienced
with such technical identities, the risk for failures (e.g. deletion of data) resulting
from misconfiguration is high (cf. Section 5.2).

During configuration and assignment of a location to the technical identities
some flaws regarding the existing location attribute values were detected. As
entitlements shall be assigned automatically within the new IAM system based
on a policy, the identification and correction of these values is highly relevant.
Otherwise, identities with an incorrect value for their location attribute are not
assigned enough entitlements (cf. Section 5.3).

3The prototype is available under http://bit.ly/iam-vis. Please note that the
current version of the tool is only working on Google’s Chrome Browser.

http://bit.ly/iam-vis
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5.1 Identities Not Managed within a Central IAM (C1, C4)

As stated before, some identities within the company are not integrated in the
central IAM system. Identifying these is a hard task considering the spread-out
information. Our approach integrates applications not connected to the IAM
system. Taking a look at the “Data Source” attribute the sunburst shows in which
layer the respective data originates. Identities in the “IAM Layer” segment of the
diagram are collected directly from IAM. However, another 17 identities are not
managed by the IAM system. Three of them are maintained in the “AD Layer”
while 14 are gathered from the “IoT Layer”. Taking a look at the details view
of those 14 identities brings out that they are technical devices. Adding another
circle for the “Identity Type” to the Sunburst allows an analyst to see that none
of the identities within the “IAM Layer” are technical devices. So obviously the
company has not integrated its technical identities into the central IAM system.

5.2 Identities with an Unusual Number of Entitlements (C3)

Another use case needing the attention of domain experts are identities with
anomalous high number of entitlements. The Sunburst Diagram facilitates the
identification of relevant entities and a decision how to proceed. Displaying the
“Entitlements”, “Identity Type”, and the “Function” a small set of identities be-
comes visible having more than 76 entitlements. This seems conspicuous as most
of the entities in the company have 0 to 25 roles assigned to them. Zooming into
the segment with 76 to 100 entitlements a technical device attributed with func-
tion “Support” becomes visible and an identity from the company’s customer
“Brandmark” has an anomalous number of entitlements. These findings do not
indicate an error per se, but it might be necessary to carry out further analyses.
By browsing through the Sunburst domain experts are enabled to find various
of similar cases. Any identity which might be over-authorized has to be exam-
ined, if all the entitlements are still needed (e.g. via recertification). If not, this
indicates a serious security breach as identities having excessive permissions are
legitimately allowed to access classified resources.

5.3 Poor Data Quality in IAM Data (C4)

The Sunburst diagram allows for identifying data quality flaws via several means.
A first possibility is to compare similar attribute fields which originate from dif-
ferent data sources. Exemplary for this used when comparing “Location (AD)”
and “Location (IAM and IoT)”. Information about locations of identities is ad-
ministered in both the application layer and the IAM layer. Usually the IAM
layer which contains the HR should be the master system for attributes like the
location. After analyzing the data, some quality issues included in this system
become apparent. An example is visible by zooming to the value “Berlin” of the
“Location (AD)” attribute. The IAM layer has in fact 3 different attributes for
identities having this value in the AD system, namely the correct value “Berlin”
but also “BER” and “10249 Berlin”. Presumably, this value was recorded manu-
ally by the HR employees resulting in inconsistent data.
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6 Conclusion

The complexity of modern IAM systems is constantly rising (e.g. increasing num-
ber of identities, further IAM mechanisms). Therefore, new challenges emerge.
Within this work we showed that VA can be integrated into IAM in order to
solve some of them. To achieve this, we initially identified five central challenges
through a review of academic literature and analysis of the experience of prac-
titioners (RQ-1 ). Thereby, we discovered two challenges especially connected to
the identification and management of identities. Furthermore, we expect more
challenges within the topics Privacy and Data Quality. Besides that, there will
be the future challenge to transform role-based IAM into an attribute-based ar-
chitecture for enterprises. We do not claim that our list of IAM challenges is
exhaustive. However, we focused especially on problems where the integration of
domain expert knowledge is vital. We detected some additional challenges but
excluded them as they are not in the scope of the paper (e.g. inclusion of trust
management in IAM, identity as a service, compliance with regulations).

Based on these challenges we identified VA as a possible solution as it en-
ables enterprises to integrate domain expert knowledge and utilize their feedback
to solve upcoming IAM challenges. We proposed an architecture how IAM by
leveraging concepts from VA in order to answer our previously defined RQ-2.
Additionally, we implemented proof-of-concept visualization according to our ar-
chitecture and based on real world data (RQ-3 ). By applying VA, we have shown
that problems tightly connected to the defined IAM challenges can be identified.
However, the implementation should be regarded as a first example how the ar-
chitecture can be implemented and as proof that VA can support enterprises to
solve central IAM challenges. Other visualization techniques might be applied
to solve another subset of our identified challenges.

After proposing an architecture for integration of VA and a first proof-of-
concept implementation we want to focus further on the process to choose a
suitable visualization for the Interactive Visual Display component. Addition-
ally, we want to introduce further VA implementations to solve the remaining
IAM challenges. Afterwards, we can orchestrate the single implementations to
an overarching coordinated view [14].
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